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I
have always been a bit sceptical 
about the notion that the rules for 
Formula 1 engines were to allow 
the technology to ‘trickle down’ to 

road vehicles. F1 motor racing is now 
using new hybrid power units with V6 
turbo-charged petrol engines that pro-
duce 450-odd kW of power along with 

a supplementary electric drive adding 
a further 120 kW, when needed. The 
rules are designed to depend on the 
MGU-K for regenerating energy when 
braking and the MGU-H for efficiently 
managing the speed of the turbine shaft 
and regenerating power from it when the 
exhaust gas flow is high. If either one of 
these regeneration systems fails, the car 
immediately becomes uncompetitive. 

Fuel use and maximum fuel flow are 
limited to a maximum of 100 kg per race 
and 100 kg/hour, respectively, making it 
impossible to sustain full boost – ‘ham-
mertime’ – for more than a few laps per 
race. Overall success, therefore, depends 
on the car’s management system and the 
driver’s ability to balance deployment 
and harvesting of energy using strategies 
such as ‘lifting off’, or ‘coasting’ before 
braking into a corner. 

On climbing into a Mercedes Benz 
C350e plug-in-hybrid however, the 
‘trickle down’ effect from F1 becomes 
obvious. 

On 19 September in East London, Mercedes-Benz South Africa hosted a 
media launch for its new plug-in-hybrid range of vehicles, including the new 
C-Class C350e, which is to be built in the East London factory for local and 
export markets. Peter Middleton attends, drives the car and reports. 

The C-Class C350e plug-in-hybrid is now in production at 
Mercedes Benz South Africa’s East London facility.

The C350e hybrid combines an electric drive, with an efficient four-cylinder petrol engine, the two being interconnected via the automatic transmission. The 
electric motor, powered from a 6.2 kWh lithium-ion battery mounted in a new well under the boot space.

East London to PE: the C350e  experience

Following the presentations and 
a lightning tour of Mercedes-Benz’s 
state-of-the-art C-Class factory in East 
London, pairs of media representatives 
were allocated a car, told that the GPS 
was programmed and that we were to 
meet up again at a restaurant 160 km 
outside of East London – ‘for a car and 
mode change’.

The initial impression on getting into 
this C-class plug-in hybrid is its modern 
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Fast facts: Mercedes-Benz C350e 
plug-in-hybrid
• 31 km range in purely electric mode.
• 60 kW electric motor produces a maximum 

torque of 340 Nm.
• 2.0 ℓ four-cylinder petrol engine, produces 

155 kW and maximum torque of 350 Nm
• 205 kW and torque of 600 Nm available from 

both drives combined.
• Certified consumption figures of 2.1 ℓ/100 km 

on the standard test. 
• CO2 emissions of 65 g/km on the standard test.
• Equipped with Airmatic air suspension and a 

pre-entry climate control system that can be 
controlled via the Internet.

Above: To facilitate manufacture of the 
C350e in East London, a new Lifter and 
High Station has been installed in the in the 
Assembly area.

Left: The console is dominated by a tablet-
like touch screen display in its centre.

Right: The new high-voltage electrical testing 
station has required certification and train-
ing to ensure that the highest international 
safety standards are being met.

East London to PE: the C350e  experience

and luxurious feel. The first thing you no-
tice is the tablet-like touch screen display 
in the centre of the console. Then, as you 
try to work out how to adjust the seats, 
where the hand brake is, what it might 
look like and how to start the vehicle, you 
sense an amazing level of sophistication. 

“Driving the new C350e is just as 
easy as any other automatic vehicle from 
Mercedes-Benz,” the company claims. 
But having never driven an automatic 
Mercedes before, it took a while to locate 
the electronic brake release and park/
drive selections. 

Once moving, however, driving is not 
only easy, it is an absolute pleasure.

We managed to leave the East London 
manufacturing plant silently on electric 
power. We knew this, because the rev 
counter read zero for the first two traffic 
lights. At the third we were at the front 
of the queue and decided to try to get the 
engine to kick. We succeeded. The accel-
eration and responsiveness was amazing.

After a gentle drive out of East 
London, along with one or two ‘ham-
mertime’ overtaking manoeuvres’, we 
started to play with the controls. 

A switch between the seats changes 
the display on the touch screen from GPS 
mode to operating mode: This is mooted 
to “to influence the regulation between 
electric mode and the use of the combus-
tion engine”. 

In the Eco and Comfort transmission 
modes, the following operating modes 
are available:

• Hybrid: All hybrid functions – electric, 
boost and recuperation – are auto-
matically applied according to the 
driving situation and the route in the 
most fuel-efficient manner.

• E-mode: For all-electric driving. 
• E-save: the charge status of the bat-

tery is maintained to allow all-electric 
driving at a later, more urban stage in 
the journey. Electric driving and boost 
are limited.

• Charge: Allows the battery to be 
recharged while driving using the 
combustion engine.

In modes S+ and S, which we took to 
represent super sport and sport settings, 
hybrid operation is also active – with 
less priority placed on fuel efficiency, 
we assumed. In addition, there is an 
‘Individual mode’ which makes available 
a comprehensive set of drive system set-
tings – ideal for the Lewis’ and Nicos, 
perhaps?

It is very difficult to feel any change 
at all when switching between these 
settings, which is hardly surprising, on 
reflection, as they mostly optimise energy 
use rather than limit performance.

We also tried to experience a feature 
called ‘the haptic accelerator pedal’, 
mooted to help drivers reduce fuel con-
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The Intelligent Hybrid operating strategy ensures that lithium-ion battery can take maximum advantage of 
recuperation opportunities provided by the route.

Radar based recuperation adjusts battery regeneration based on traffic conditions, coasting in free flowing 
traffic and immediately decelerating when it detects decreasing following distances.

sumption by providing feedback via pedal 
resistance. Neither of us could feel this 
resistance, but we later determined that 
we were in the wrong mode, it is only ac-
tive in electric mode or in economy mode, 
when the Eco Assist function is active. 

How does it work? When driving in 
electric mode, the driver’s foot meets 
a point of resistance on the accelerator 
pedal when maximum all-electric per-
formance is reached. Pushing through 
that resistance is like clicking ‘Yes’ to the 
question: “Do you want the combustion 
engine to kick in?” We were in Sports 
mode, so we were not asked this ques-
tion. It would have been annoying.

A double impulse signal is also incor-
porated, which tells the driver to lift off 

the accelerator pedal to switch off and 
decouple the combustion engine from 
the drive train. This allows the C350e’s 
engine management system to automati-
cally decelerate using data from the car’s 
radar systems. We did notice some of this 
when our following distance decreased 
coming into a queue. 

In support of anticipatory driving, the 
best strategy for efficiency, Mercedes 
has also enabled the navigation system 
to be connected to the engine manage-
ment system. When an exact destination 
and route is entered into the navigation 
system, charge and discharge of the 
C350e’s high-voltage battery is con-
trolled to ensure the optimal use of energy 
over the whole route – taking into account 

both stop-start portions of the journey as 
well as road elevation data. 

Needless to say, the infotainment, 
comfort and safety levels are faultless. 
The vehicle has Airmatic air suspen-
sion as standard with electronically 
regulated continuously variable damper 
adjustment; Attention Assist, which can 
warn of inattentiveness and fatigue; and 
Collision Prevention Assist Plus, which 
protects against collision at speeds of 
over 7.0 km/h and, if the danger remains 
and the driver fails to react, undertakes 
autonomous braking at speeds of up to 
200 km/h.

The price? R804 900 – but the 
C350e is exempt from CO2 emission tax 
and comes with a six-year/100 000 km 
PremiumDrive maintenance plan. 

Proudly manufactured in South 
Africa
“With a total investment of around R100-
million in our Mercedes-Benz East Lon-
don plant, the Hybrid project comprised 
of more than 500 new purchase parts, of 
which 200 were local, including signifi-
cant changes to the bumpers and wiring 
harnesses,” says Florian Seidler, Co-CEO 
of Mercedes-Benz South Africa and ex-
ecutive director of Mercedes-Benz Cars.

“This investment further demonstrates 
the company’s commitment to the 
advancement of technology and skills 
development in the country,” he adds.

Following the celebration in May 
2015 of the millionth vehicle produced, 
the successful manufacture of the first 
C350e sedan at the award-winning 
Mercedes-Benz East London plant is 
another milestone in the company’s il-
lustrious 68-year history. 

Logistics division’s project man-
agement specialist, Liebrecht Otto, 
confirmed that all employees and con-
tractors involved with the manufacture 
of these hybrid units were specifically 
trained to safely work with high voltage 
components. 

“Instructors from TÜV SÜD, an 
international service corporation focus-
ing on consulting, testing, certification 
and training, were brought in to the 
plant to ensure that we met the highest 
international safety standards. We have 
now set the benchmark in South Africa 
for safety, as we do for quality. From a 
facility perspective, to accommodate 
some of the additional work content, we 
installed a new Lifter and High Station 
in the Assembly area. Additionally, we 
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installed a manipulator on the trim line 
to aid the operator in securing the new 
battery into the vehicle,” says Otto.

Thanks to the combination of its 
combustion engine and electric drive, 
the hybrid drive system delivers impres-
sively low consumption, but with high 
performance. The electric motor is able 
to replace or support the combustion 
engine in situations where the combus-
tion engine does not perform quite so 
well, and makes practical use of energy 
generated while braking by converting it 
into electric energy and storing it.

The C350e uses the most advanced 
form of hybrid technology. Its electrical 
energy storage unit is a high-voltage 
lithium-ion battery with a total capacity 
of 6.2 kWh, which can be charged from 
an external power source and so makes 
an effective contribution to the low 
consumption and emission figures. The 
battery is water-cooled, weighs around 
100 kg and is mounted in a sheet-steel 
housing underneath the rear axle in order 
to maximise crash safety, driving dynam-
ics and boot space. 

Thanks to an intelligent on-board 
charging system, the battery can be 
recharged in around 90 minutes at a 
wall-box (230 V, 16 A, 3.7 kW single-
phase). Alternatively, charging via a stan-
dard domestic socket is also possible. 
Depending on the connection, a charge 
time of around two hours is achievable 
from a 230 V, 13 A (3.0 kW) domestic 
supply. 

Despite the space taken up by the bat-
tery, the C350e still has a boot capacity 
of 335 ℓ. 

An overview of the power train
A four-cylinder petrol engine and a 
60 kW electric motor: The C350e hybrid 
combines an electric drive, with an effi-
cient four-cylinder petrol engine, the two 
being interconnected via the automatic 
transmission. 

From a displacement of just under 
two litres (1971), the engine pro-
duces 155 kW and maximum torque of 
350 Nm. Its direct injection system with 
spray-guided combustion uses precise 
electronically controlled multiple injec-
tion and fast multi-spark ignition to de-
liver outstanding performance coupled 
with high efficiency and low emissions. 
The electric motor, powered from a 
6.2 kWh lithium-ion battery mounted 
in a new well under the boot space, 
has an output of up to 60 kW and can 

deliver 340 Nm of torque. 
When both engine and motor are en-

gaged simultaneously, therefore, a total 
system output of 205 kW, and 600 Nm 
of torque is available.
7G -Tronic Plus transmission: The 
hybrid module of Mercedes’ standard 
seven-speed Tronic Plus automatic 
transmission incorporates the electric 
motor and an additional clutch between 
the combustion engine and the electric 
motor. When driving in all-electric mode, 
this decouples the combustion engine 
from the drive train. It also, however, 
offers the possibility of moving off us-
ing the combustion engine but with the 
performance of a wet start-up clutch, the 
clutch being a substitute for the torque 
converter. 
Engine management: Along with the 
engine management system, the trans-
mission and its two clutches are at the 
heart of managing the combined power 
options. In electric mode, when start-
ing and driving sedately in traffic, the 
C350e starts virtually silently since the 
combustion engine is inactive – and the 
rev counter on the dash reads zero when 
in electric-only mode.

When a boost of acceleration is re-
quired, both clutches are engaged to give 
the total combined output of the engine 
with the addition 60 kW from the electric 
motor. This is called boost mode. 

When decelerating, braking or coast-
ing down a hill, energy recuperation 
mode kicks in. The electric motor 
remains engaged, but is driven by the 
momentum the vehicle, so acts as an 
alternator. This allows electrical energy 
recovery, that is, some of the energy is 
recovered and stored in the battery. This 
energy can then be used at a later stage 

for electric driving or in boost mode.
Maximising energy recovery during 

coasting and braking offers the great-
est potential for lowering overall energy 
consumption. When the brake pedal is 
initially depressed, the electric motor 
takes on the job of decelerating the 
vehicle. If firmer braking is required, 
however, the disk brakes will then inter-
vene mechanically to provide additional 
grip. This overlap between conventional 
mechanical braking and the electric brak-
ing performance of the electric motor in 
alternator mode increases both braking 
effectiveness and energy efficiency.

But to the driver, the difference re-
mains imperceptible. During accelerat-
ing, cruising, coasting or braking, the 
intelligent engine management system 
of the C350e works in the background 
to select the ideal combination between 
combustion engine and electric motor. 

The high overall system output and 
intelligent engine management give the 
car the dynamic performance of a nimble 
sports car, capable of sprinting from zero 
to 100 km/h in 5.9 seconds and reaching 
a top (regulated) speed of 250 km/h.

But this is combined with the ride 
comfort of a premium sedan, along with 
fuel consumption and environmental 
compatibility at a level that, until not all 
that long ago, would not even have been 
expected of many small cars – with certi-
fied fuel consumption of 2.1 ℓ/100 km 
and corresponding CO2 emissions of 
65 g/km. 

While the C350e only offers up to 
31 km in all-electric mode, this is par-
ticularly good for city travel in traffic. 
During stop-start driving, an idling engine 
consumes fuel while stationary for high 
percentages of the travel time. q

Innovative lightweight construction through the use of aluminium, hot-formed steel and ultra-high-strength 
steels has reduced weight of the hybrid body by about 70 kg.


